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Abstract: - Due to the enhanced digital media on the web,
information security and privacy protection issue have
attracted the eye of information communication.
Information hiding has become a subject of sizable
importance. Currently each day there's very big drawback
of information hacking into the networking space. There is
variety of techniques offered within the trade to overcome
this drawback. So, information hiding within the encrypted
image is one in all the solutions, however the matter is that
the original cover can't be losslessly recovered by this
system. That’s why recently; additional and additional
attention is paid to reversible information concealing in
encrypted pictures however this technique drawback low
hardiness. A completely unique technique is planned by
reserving for embedding information before encoding of
the image takes place with the offered algorithmic rule.
Currently the authentic person will hide the information
simply on the image to produce authentication. The
transmission and exchange of image additionally desires a
high security .This is the review paper regarding this
reversible information hiding algorithms obtainable. As a
result, because of histogram enlargement and bar graph
shifting embedded message and also the host image may
be recovered dead. The embedding rate is enhanced and
PSNR magnitude relation using novel technique.

copy for RDH, through that they showed the ratedistortion bounds of RDH for while not memory covers
and planned a algorithmic code development that,
however, doesn't move towards the sure [2].In this they
used the secret writing and decryption. Information hiding
may be a technique for embedding info into covers like
image, audio, and video files, which might be used for
media
notation,
copyright
protection,
integrity
authentication, covert communication, etc. Most
information concealment strategies introduce messages
into the duvet media to come up with the marked media by
solely modifying the smallest amount important a part of
the cover and, thus, ensure sensory activity transparency.
The embedding method can sometimes introduce
permanent distortion to the cover, that is, the first cowl
will ne'er be reconstructed from the marked cover.
However,
in
some
applications,
like
medical
representational process, military representational
process, and law forensics, no degradation of the first
cover is allowed. In these cases, we'd like a special
reasonably information concealment methodology, that is
named as reversible information hiding (RDH) or lossless
information hiding, by that the first cover may be lossless
restored once the embedded message is extracted. Fig.1
shows easy model of Reversible information hiding (RDH)
Message this could be done by choosing an encoding key
that is use to encode the initial data once encrypting the
data or information hiding secret is used and this
information hiding secret is embedded on the encrypted
data with the assistance of information hider block and
this encrypted information containing embedded data is
forward the channel .This will received by image decoding
which will decode the received information and by this
decode data the initial data is extracted by activity the
reverse operation by using an equivalent encode key.
Reversible information hiding is mostly supported 2
technologies: distinction growth (DE) [3, 4] and bar graph
shifting (HS) [5, 6].
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I. INTRODUCTION
Data hiding within the encrypted pictures by allocating
memory before cryptography is used to recover the first
cover with none loss & errors. It’s primarily utilized in the
medical metaphors, military metaphors and law forensics,
wherever no distortion of the first image is allowed. In this,
the terribly initiative applied is to order the memory area
into the image for information embedding. It’s useful as a
result of it saves the time for making area for information
on time. Then the image cryptography is stepped within
which the information is embedding. There is range of
strategies for the image cryptography like image partition
within which image is split into 2 elements. Then part 1st
is reversibly embedded into the part second. That’s least
important bits are embedded 1st partially second [1].
Reversible information hiding Techniques as once
information is embedded into the image then the standard
of image get disturbed. Therefore it's expected that once
the info extraction the image quality ought to be
maintained similar to the first image. However that image
contains some distortions. With regard of distortion in
image, Kalker and Willems established a rate-distortion

Histogram Shifting
Data hiding technique supported bar graph shifting is used
to insert information in cover media by shifting the bar
graph of image. This method detects peak and 0 points
within the bar graph. By shifting these peak and 0 points
information is embedded. It provides high information
hiding capability with low distortion. The input image is
split into blocks. Shifting of bar graph is finished on every
block. Because of that information hiding capability is
increased and visual quality is improved further.
Embedding image at intervals blocks is a lot of in quantity
as compared with embedding at intervals one image. This
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method doesn't permit overflow and underflow drawback
that's grayscale exceeds on top of 255or falls below zero.
[7].

encrypted image containing additional data according to
the data-hiding key. Since the data embedding only affects
the LSB, a decryption with the encryption key can result in
an image similar to the original version. When using both
of the encryption and data-hiding keys, the embedded
additional data can be successfully extracted and the
original image can be perfectly recovered by exploiting the
spatial correlation in natural image. Following figure
shows the three cases at the receiver side.
Che-Wei Lee et al. [11] proposed a lossless data hiding
method based on histogram shifting, which employs a
scheme of adaptive division of cover images into blocks to
yield large data hiding capacities as well as high stegoimage qualities. The method is shown to break a
bottleneck of data-hiding-rate increasing at the image
block size of 8 × 8, which is found in existing histogramshifting methods. Four ways of block divisions are
designed, and the one which provides the largest data
hiding capacity is selected adaptively.

Fig1 Reversible information hiding method

Sruthi et al. [12] this paper presents is a review on RDH
reversible data hiding technique. This paper shows that
there are difference methods like expansion, interpolation
technique, prediction and sorting, histogram modification
for data hiding which is now used in encrypted images to
improve security. Different RDH algorithms have their own
merits and no single approach is optimal and applicable to
all cases. This paper is a comprehensive exploration of all
the major reversible data hiding approaches and also
presents a new method RDH by reserving room before
encryption.

Fig 2 image convert into histogram

In Subhanya R.J et al. [13] presented the paper “Difference
Expansion Reversible Image Watermarking Schemes Using
Integer Wavelet Transform Based Approach”. In this
project, they present a new scheme of image watermarking
to guard intellectual properties and to secure the content
of digital images. It is an effective way to protect the
copyright by image watermarking. The work concerns
with the watermarking algorithm that embeds image/ text
data invisibly into a video based on Integer Wavelet
Transform and to minimize the mean square distortion
between the original and watermarked image and also to
increase Peak signal to noise ratio. Here the message bits
(image) are (is) hidden into gray/color images. The size of
secret data/image is smaller than cover image. To transfer
the secret image/text confidentiality, the secret image/text
itself is not hidden, keys are generated for each gray/color
component and the IWT is used to hide the keys in the
corresponding gray/color component of the cover image.
The watermarks are invisible and robust against noise and
commonly image processing methods.

II. RELATED WORK
In Ashwind S et al. [8] a Novel method is proposed by
reserving room before encryption with a traditional RDH
algorithm. It maintains the excellent property that the
original image can be lossless recovered after embedded
data is extracted while protecting the image content’s
privacy. An algorithm on Reversible Data Hiding on images
and data, not only enhances the data transmission but also
data security
In Li. Ming et al. [9], the hidden data is embedded in the
encrypted image without data expansion is the principle of
designing the holomorphic cryptosystem. In addition,
histogram shifting algorithm provides a real reversibility.
X. Zhang et al. [10] proposed a novel scheme for separable
reversible data hiding which is made up of image
encryption, data embedding and data-extraction/imagerecovery phases. The content owner encrypts the original
uncompressed image using an encryption key to produce
an encrypted image. Then, the data-hider compresses the
least significant bits of the encrypted image using a datahiding key to create a sparse space to accommodate the
additional data. At the receiver side, the data embedded in
the created space can be easily retrieved from the

Xinpeng et al. [14] the encrypted image holds the hidden
data and on decryption the respective image and the
hidden data is recovered perfectly by using the encryption
key.
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Cancellaro et al. [15] the encryption system and water
marking provides authentication for the data transmission
of a dependent key transformation. The security of the
dependent key system is increased.

[6]. P. Tsai, Y. Hu, and H. Yeh, “Reversible image hiding
scheme using predictive coding and histogram
shifting,” Signal Processing, vol. 89, no. 6, pp. 1129–
1143, 2009.
[7]. L. R. Mathew, A. C. Haran V., “Histogram Shifting based
reversible data hiding”, IJETT, 2014.
[8]. Ashwind S , Ganesh K , Gokul R and Ranjeeth Kumar C,
“Secure Data Transmission Using Reversible Data
Hiding”, International Journal of Computer Science
and Information Technologies, Vol. 5 Issue 2 pp. 8611863 , 2014.
[9]. Li, Ming, et al. "Reversible data hiding in encrypted
images using cross division and additive
homomorphism."
Signal
Processing:
Image
Communication 39 (2015): 234-248.
[10]. X. Zhang, “Separable reversible data hiding in
encrypted image,” IEEE Trans. Inf. Forensics Security,
vol. 7, no. 2, pp. 826–832, Apr. 2012.
[11]. Che-Wei Lee1 and Wen-Hsiang Tsai1 “A Lossless Data
Hiding Method by Histogram Shifting Based on an
Adaptive Block Division Scheme”, River Publishers,
2010.
[12]. Sruthi and Manoj Ray D, “A Review: Reversible Data
Hiding Techniques”, IOSR Journal of Computer
Engineering, pp.16-21, 2014
[13]. Subhanya R., Anjani Dayanandh N,” Difference
Expansion Reversible Image Watermarking Schemes
Using Integer Wavelet Transform Based Approach”.
International Journal of Engineering Research and
Applications (IJERA) ISSN: 2248-9622 International
Conference on Humming Bird, 01st March, 2014.
[14]. Zhang, Xinpeng, "Reversible data hiding in encrypted
image." IEEE signal processing letters, 255-258, 2011.
[15]. Cancellaro, Michela, "A commutative digital image
watermarking and encryption method in the tree
structured Haar transform domain." Signal Processing:
Image Communication, 1-12, 2011.

III. EXPECT OUTCOME
In study in field of reversible digital image information
hiding process and secure image information protected in
kind of image histogram and information hiding into image
exploitation bar graph shifting Techniques. Secure image
and authentication image information.
IV. CONCLUSION
A survey on numerous reversible information hiding
techniques is performed. Reversible information hiding
schemes for encrypted image with a less PSNR
computation is analyzed, that consists of image
cryptography, information activity and information
extraction/ image recovery phases the initial pictures are
encrypted by a cryptography strategy. Thus a study
regarding a cryptography strategy is performed. Though a
data or information hider doesn't know the initial content,
he will infix the key information into the encrypted image.
Reversible information hiding in encrypted pictures may
be a new topic drawing attention as a result of the privacy
protective
necessities
from
cloud
information
management. Previous ways implement RDH in encrypted
pictures by vacating area once cryptography, as against
that is projected by reserving area before cryptography.
Therefore the information hider will take pleasure in the
additional area emptied get in previous stage to form data
hiding method effort less. This methodology will profit of
all ancient RDH techniques for plain pictures and reach
wonderful performance while not loss of good secrecy.
These novel methodologies are able to do real
changeability, separate information extraction and greatly
improvement on the standard of marked decrypted
pictures.
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